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The present invention provides a method (200, 400) and 
device (500) for, within a variable or fixed block size video 
compression scheme. providing optimal bit allocation 
among at least three critical types of data: segmentation, 
motion vectors and prediction error, or DFD. Since the 
amount of information represented by one bit for a particular 
type of data is not equivalent to the information represented 
by one bit for some other data type, this consideration is 
taken into account to efficiently encode the video sequence. 
Thus, a computationally efficient method is provided for 
optimally encoding a given frame of a video sequence 
wherein. for a given bit budget the proposed encoding 
scheme leads to the smallest possible distortion and vice 
versa, for a given distortion, the proposed encoding scheme 
leads to the smallest possible rate. 
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR OPTIMAL BIT 
ALLOCATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION N. DGITAL 
WDEO COMPRESSION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is related to encoding motion 
information, displaced frame information and segmentation 
information in digital video compression, and more 
particularly, to Lagrangian relaxation which includes 
dynamic programming for optimally encoding the above 
information. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Block-based motion compensated transform coders 
(BBMCTC) are the most common and important video 
coders today. Video standards, such as H.261, MPEG-1 and 
MPEG-2 are based on this concept, and, therefore, it is 
expected that they will continue to be the dominant tech 
nology within the expanding multimedia market. ABBMTC 
codec reduces the amount of spatial and temporal informa 
tion encoded for a video sequence using a two step 
approach. First, motion estimation and compensation are 
used to reduce the amount of temporal redundancy that 
exists in a video sequence. This is accomplished by dividing 
both the present and past image frames into blocks, gener 
ally of the fixed size 16 horizontal pixels by 16 vertical 
pixels in the luminance channel, and finding the best match 
for each block in the present frame with a block in the past 
frame. A motion vector that describes this match is assigned 
to each block in the present frame. These motion vectors are 
then used to compensate the previous image frame produc 
ing a temporal prediction of the present frame. The temporal 
redundancy that exists in the video sequence is reduced by 
taking the difference between the present frame and the 
temporal prediction. 
The second step of a BBMCTC type codec involves 

encoding this difference image, called the Displaced Frame 
Difference (DFID), using a block-wise Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT). Transforming the DFD using the DCT 
and eliminating the higher frequency coefficients reduces the 
spatial information remaining within a block. Both the 
motion vectors and the remaining DCT coefficients are 
entropy encoded and transmitted to the decoder where they 
are used to reconstruct the encoded video sequence. 

Variable block size block matching. BM. approaches are 
also beginning to be utilized. For instance, the ITU-T draft 
standard H.263 has the ability to encode a 16x16 block, or 
four 8x8 blocks with independent motion vectors. Typically. 
the decision to reduce the block size is made strictly based 
on the energy contained within the blocks of the DFD. If the 
Sum of the energy contained in the four 8x8 blocks (each 
having its own motion vector) is less than the energy 
contained in the single 16x16 block, then the split is 
permitted. Similar to fixed block case discussed above, the 
underlying assumption is that the lower the DFD energy for 
a particular block, the easier it will be to encode, i.e., the 
fewer bits it will require. This assumption is somewhat 
faulty since it does not take into account the fact that more 
motion information plus additional segmentation informa 
tion must also be encoded and transmitted in this case. 
BBMCTC methods generally limit the bit allocation prob 

lem to the DCT coefficients. In these cases, the rate incurred 
to transmit motion and other information is not considered 
when trying to optimize for the overall rate and distortion. 
Typically, as the output buffer becomes full these methods 
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2 
increase the step size of the quantizer that is applied to the 
DCT coefficients. This results in a decrease in the output rate 
of these video codecs, however, such a rate decrease comes 
at an unknown cost in additional distortion over the optimal 
distortion. 

Optimal bit allocation for a finite set of admissible quan 
tizers has been treated previously in the literature. Generally. 
the methods discussed treat encoding of each macroblock as 
a separate problem. However, since better compression 
efficiency is achieved by using differential PCM for the 
displacement vector field, DVF, optimal decisions for the 
encoding of a given block cannot be made independently of 
the decisions for other blocks. None of the previously 
reported work offers a solution to the critical problem of 
optimally allocating the available bits over all of the differ 
ent types of data which need to be encoded: segmentation, 
motion vectors, and DFD, in a dependent way. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a multi-level 
trellis in accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of a 
method for optimally encoding a given frame of a video 
sequence in the rate distortion sense in accordance with the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic representation of the recursion 
involved in the assignment of quadtree encoding costs in 
accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of a 
method for optimally encoding a given frame of a video 
sequence in the rate distortion sense. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of 
a device for optimally encoding a given frame of a video 
sequence in the rate distortion sense. 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing one embodiment of steps 
for implementing the method in accordance with the present 
invention. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a device 
in accordance with the present invention. 

DETALED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODMENT 

The present invention provides a method and device 
which provide optimal bit allocation among a plurality of 
information types used in motion compensated video cod 
ing. Specifically, this invention solves the problem of opti 
mal bit allocation among three critical types of data: 
segmentation, motion vectors and prediction error, or DFD. 
However, additional data types can easily be incorporated 
into the problem, e.g., the cost of error protection for the 
different data types being encoded. This invention can be 
utilized within a variable or fixed block size video compres 
sion scheme. As described above, the problem of dividing 
the available bits among the three critical types of data 
considered here is difficult, but crucial in the design of an 
efficient video codec. The difficulty lies in the fact that the 
amount of information represented by one bit for a particular 
type of data is not equivalent to the information represented 
by one bit for some other data type. For instance, the 
information contained in a bit representing motion vector 
data is considerably greater than that of a bit used to 
represent intensity at a given pixel. This type of consider 
ation must be taken into account if a video sequence is to be 
efficiently encoded. This invention provides a computation 
ally efficient method to optimally encode a given frame of a 
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video sequence in the rate distortion sense, i.e., for a given 
bit budget the proposed encoding scheme will lead to the 
smallest possible distortion or vice versa, for a given 
distortion, the proposed encoding scheme will lead to the 
smallest possible rate. 
The underlying assumptions utilized by this invention are 

that the variable block size or segmentation information is 
encoded by a quadtree code and the DVF is handled by 
differential coding between two consecutive motion vectors 
along the scanning path. The DVF is defined as the twodi 
mensional vector field made up of the motion vectors 
associated to a particular frame. The motion estimation is 
performed at the lowest level provided by the quadtree 
segmentation, i.e. the smallest block size. This results in a 
DVF with the highest accuracy and the highest cost in bits 
to encode. The optimal bit allocation provided by this 
invention will determine when this accuracy is required and 
when it is not. In other words, bits are taken away from the 
DVF, i.e. smaller blocks are merged into larger blocks, and 
used to encode the other data types. The displaced frame 
difference can be coded with any block-based coding 
scheme. In addition to the above assumptions, the distortion 
measure for the frame has to be additive with respect to the 
blocks. 

Mathematically, the problem of optimally allocating bits 
is formulated as follows: 

min{D}subject to (Ra Sr.) (i) 

where D is the distortion introduced into a video frame 
encoded at a bit rate of R, which is less than or equal to 
the critical bit rate of the channel R. This constrained 
problem can be solved using the Lagrange multiplier 
approach. This approach transforms the constrained problem 
into a series of unconstrained problems with a Lagrange 
multiplier parameter A. that is, 

mind (B) (2) 

where the Lagrangian cost JOB) is equal to 

J(R)-R(B)+-Pa-(B). (3) 

The parameter B represents the decision vector which con 
tains the information about the segmentation, DVF and 
DFD, and B(A) represents the optimal vector. Only an 
optimal solution guarantees a non-increasing DC (A)) 
and a non-decreasing R (B()) as a function of A, hence 
the optimal which satisfies the constrained problem can be 
found by bisection or some other method. Therefore, the 
main task is solving the unconstrained problem of Eq. (3) 
optimally such that all the resulting rate distortion points are 
on a convex hull which is traced out by sweeping over A. 
where Ossoo. In other words, for every A, there exists an 
optimal B that results in a particular distortion, Dan-(B(i)) 
and rate Ran(B(A)). If plotted, the resulting rate-distortion 
points would lie on a convex hull. Knowledge of this 
relationship is utilized in efficiently finding the correct A. 
which results in an optimal solution which satisfies both Eq. 
(1) and (3). 
The unconstrained problem of Eq. (3) could be solved by 

an exhaustive search with a very high computational cost. 
However, since the DVF is encoded using first order differ 
ential pulse code modulation, DPCM. and the quantization 
parameters for the DCT blocks are also differentially 
encoded, dynamic programming can be utilized at a fraction 
of the computational costs. 
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4 
Dynamic programming. DP, is a very general tool that has 

been studied extensively in the field of optimization. The 
main advantage of DP over other optimization techniques is 
its ability to efficiently handle complicated constraint sets. 
Furthermore, DP leads to a globally optimal solution, as 
opposed to other techniques which can not guarantee this. 
This globally optimal solution is determined through the use 
of a DP recursion formula. In particular, this invention 
utilizes a DP recursion formula called the Viterbialgorithm. 
An advantage of the Viterbi algorithm is that it can be 
implemented through the use of a trellis. The recursion 
formula and its implementation are discussed below. 
As mentioned above, the frame segmentation is repre 

sented as a quadtree structure, the cost of the quadtree 
encoding has to be included in the dynamic programming 
approach. The rate-distortion characteristics of the different 
block sizes also have to be included in the optimization 
process. The optimal path through the trellis found by the 
Viterbialgorithm identifies, in a rate-distortion sense, the 
optimal quadtree decomposition as well as the optimal bit 
allocation between the DVF and DFD data types. Note that 
the dependency in the quadtree decomposition comes from 
the fact that the leaves of the quadtree reflect the block sizes 
for which the motion vectors are encoded, and that the 
difference between two consecutive motion vectors, which 
do not necessarily belong to blocks of the same size, along 
the scanning path is encoded by a variable length code. It 
should be noted that any scan of blocks in the frame that 
provide a first order prediction for the differential quantities 
being encoded can be used. For example, a Hilbert or raster 
scan provides this first order prediction. Since the code 
words for small differences between motion vectors are 
shorter than for large differences, the optimal solution in a 
rate distortion sense will lead to an inhomogeneous, but 
smooth motion field. To be able to employ the Viterbi 
algorithm, a dynamic programming, DP recursion formula 
needs to be established. A graphical equivalent of the DP 
recursion formula is a trellis where the admissible nodes and 
the state transitions are explicitly indicated. 
As discussed above the following assumption needs to be 

made such that the DP can be solved efficiently. The frame 
distortion is the sum of the individual block distortions, that 
1S 

N 
Prane = 1 D 

(4) 

where N is the total number of blocks within a frame. Most 
common distortion measures, such as the mean squared 
error (MSE), a weighted MSE or the peak signal to noise 
ratio (PSNR) fall into this class. 

Consider FIG. 1, numeral 100, which represents the 
multi-level trellis for a 32X32 image block (N=5), with a 
quadtree segmentation developed down to level 3 (no-3, 
block size 8x8). The quadtree structure is indicated by the 
white boxes with the rounded corners. These white boxes do 
not belong to the trellis used for the Viterbi decoder but 
indicate the set of admissible state values for the individual 
blocks at different levels. The black dots inside the white 
boxes are the nodes of the trellis (i.e., the state values). Note 
that for simplicity, only two trellis nodes per quadtree node 
are indicated, but in general, a block at a given quadtree 
level can contain any number of trellis nodes. The auxiliary 
nodes, start, S. and termination, Z, are used to initialize the 
DPCM of the motion vectors. S. and to select the path with 
the smallest cost, Z. 

Each of the trellis nodes represent a different way of 
encoding the block it is associated with. Since the state of a 
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block is defined to contain its motion vector and its quantizer 
step size, each of the nodes contains the rate and distortion 
occurring by predicting the associated block with the given 
motion vector and encoding the resulting DFID with the 
given quantizer step size. 
The key to making this technique computationally effi 

cient is to reduce the number of admissible nodes in each of 
these boxes. As mentioned, because the quantization param 
eters are differentially encoded, the number of possible 
quantization values that can be taken from one node to the 
next is reduced to the number permissible by the encoding 
scheme. For example, in H.263, the syntax only allows the 
quantization parameter to change by +/-1, +/-2. or 0 
between blocks. In addition, the number of possible motion 
vectors which can be chosen for each block can be con 
strained to a subset of the maximum number of possible 
vectors by limiting the search region, or applying a threshold 
which keeps only those vectors satisfying a preset distortion 
criteria for that block. For example, the integer motion 
vectors can be searched first, and then the top vectors which 
produce a distortion for that block within the preset thresh 
old can be kept. The half pixel positions around those integer 
positions can then be searched, and the resulting rate dis 
tortions of those vectors can form nodes at that block. This 
significantly reduces the number of nodes on the trellis, 
without introducing any significant degradation in quality, 
thus making the solution computationally feasible. 
As can be seen in FIG. 1. not every trellis node can be 

reached from every other trellis node. This is because of the 
fact that at one level, a block can replace four blocks of the 
level below it. Assume that no quadtree segmentation would 
be used, and the block size would be fixed at 8x8. In that 
case, only the lowest level in FIG. 1 would be used in the 
trellis. The transition costs between the trellis nodes would 
be the rate required to encode the motion vector differences 
between consecutive blocks along the scanning path. 
Assume, now. that the next higher level of the quadtree is 
included. Clearly the transition cost between the trellis 
nodes of the previous level stay the same. In addition, there 
are now transition costs between the trellis nodes of the new 
level and also transition cost from trellis nodes of the 
previous level to trellis nodes of the new level, and vice 
versa, since each cluster of four blocks at the previous level 
can be replaced by a single block at the new level. 
Having established the multi-level trellis, the Viterbi 

algorithm can be used to find the optimal state sequence 
which will minimize the unconstrained problem given in Eq. 
(3). The algebraic equivalent of the multi-level trellis is the 
DP recursion formula discussed below. 
Each nodex, of the multi-level trellis contains R'(X). 

the rate needed to encode the DFD of the corresponding 
block i at level 1 using the motion vector m, and the 
quantizer q, which together with the level 1 and block 
number idefine the node. It also contains D(x), which is the 
distortion occurring when the corresponding block is 
encoded using the given motion vector and quantizer. Each 
node also contains R(x), which is the recursively dis 
tributed quadtree encoding cost. In addition to that, the 
transition cost R'(x,x) is the number of bits required 
for the encoding of the motion vector difference and, if 
applicable, the quantizer step size difference between node 
X and node X. The dependency between the blocks is 
expressed by these terms and it is the reason for using 
dynamic programming to solve the optimization problem. 
The goal of the DP is to find the state sequence B which 

will minimize the Lagrangian cost of Eq. (3). Let J(Xok 
X) be the Lagrangian cost up the kth stage in the trellis, 
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6 

k 
J(, roK r) = RPFP(x) + RSEG(x) + RPF(x-r) + A. D(x) (7) 

F 

where x=S, the auxiliary starting node. 
This expression leads to the DP recursion formula, 

J(r)=min{J(u)+RP'(r)+R(x)+RP'(xx) 
+ D(r) (8) 

Having established the DP recursion formula, the forward 
DP algorithm can be used to find the optimal state sequence 
which will minimize the unconstrained problem given in Eq. 
(3). 
As discussed above, the DP approach described here 

allows for the global optimization of quantization step sizes 
throughout a coded image, subject to a target bit expenditure 
for that frame. For example, based on the target bit rate for 
a given frame, a function of the buffer fullness and the target 
frame rate, a set of possible quantization step sizes may be 
provided, i.e. {8,9,10,11.12}. The trellis containing the 
costs, in bits, of all coded macroblocks is generated using 
these step sizes. The constrained optimization problem 
which is solved here finds the minimum cost path through 
this trellis which meets a specified distortion constraint. For 
certain applications where very low bit rates are required, a 
weighted distortion based on a perceptual criterion may be 
used to improve the perceptual quality. The perceptual 
weighting is based on a spatially varying quantization map 
which weights the center of the frame more favorably then 
its outer regions. This is done to take advantage of the fact 
that the object of interest generally resides in the center of 
the frame. This weighting can also be changed to reflect the 
importance of a specific region or object within the scene 
through the use of segmentation. More bits are thus assigned 
to the perceptually important region of the image. 
The present invention is more fully described with refer 

ence to FIGS. 2–5. FIG. 2, numeral 200 is a flow diagram of 
a preferred embodiment of a method for optimal encoding of 
a displacement vector field, displaced frame difference and 
segmentation in accordance with the present invention. The 
first step in this method is to initialize the transition costs and 
the Lagrange multiplier parameter (202). The predeter 
mined initial value for. A is equal to 1000. As described 
above, the transition costs ROX,x) is the number of 
bits required for the encoding of the motion vector difference 
and the quantizer step size difference between nodex and 
nodex. These costs are directly related to the length of the 
codes used to encode these differentials and can be calcu 
lated off-line. The next step is to determine the DFD signal 
resulting from a predetermined set of allowable motion 
vectors for each block at the lowest level of the quadtree. 
i.e., the smallest block size (204). As shown in FIG. 1, the 
lowest level of the quadtree used in this implementation 
results in a block size of 8x8. This predetermined set of 
allowable motion vectors is determined by the range of 
motion to be encountered as well as the number of code 
words used to represent this motion. Typically, 64 code 
words are used to represent a motion vectors differential. 
resulting in a range of +/-15 pixels in both the x and y 
direction with half pixel accuracy. A method similar to block 
matching motion estimation is utilized in determining the 
possible DFD signals for each of 8x8 blocks. In this method. 
the present frame is divided into 8x8 non-overlapping 
blocks. All pixels contained in a block are assumed to have 
the same motion. For each motion vector in the predeter 
mined set, a DFD signal is generated for each 8x8 block and 
stored in memory. The DVF that is finally encoded is a 
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subset of this predetermined set and is chosen because its 
effect on producing an optimal solution to bit allocation 
problem. 
Once the DVF is determined using the lowest level of the 

quadtree, the next step is to completely determine each node 
of the multi-level trellis (206). As described above, each 
node X, of the multi-level trellis contains RPP(x), the rate 
needed to encode the DFD of the corresponding blocki at 
level using the motion vector m and the quantizer q. , 
which together with the level I and block numberi define the 
node. It also contains D(x), which is the distortion occurring 
when the corresponding block is encoded using the given 
motion vector and quantizer. Each node also contains R. 
(x), which is the recursively distributed quadtree encoding 
cost. In addition to that, the transition cost RP'(x,x) is 
the number of bits required for the encoding of the motion 
vector difference and, if applicable, the quantizer step size 
difference between node x- and node x. 

For nodex, of the multi-level trellis, the motion vectorm, 
and the quantizer q are crucial in determining the rate 
RPP(x,) needed to encode the DFD. The motion vector, 
m, at level 1 is determined based on the motion vectors at 
level 1-1 That is, motion vectors for the upper nodes are 
determine by the motion vectors of the lower nodes. For 
instance, level 0 contains the motion vectors for the 8x8 
blocks; level 1 contains 16x16 blocks, where four 8x8 
blocks of level 0 form this 16x16 block. The DFD signal 
generated by a particular motion vector for a level 1 block 
is determined by combining the four DFD signals generated 
the 8x8 blocks using the same motion vectors. This strategy 
continues until the highest level is obtained. The highest 
level of the quadtree depends on the spatial resolution, i.e. 
the number pixels, of the frame. A frame size of 128x128 
pixels would generate a quadtree segmentation with a max, 
mum of five levels. For the case when a frame is not square. 
the quadtree code can be generalized to include combina 
tions of quadtrees covering different size square regions of 
the frame. It should be noted that as a quadtree codes to 
lower and lower levels, the cost in bits for transmitting the 
segmentation increases. 
To determine the rate R'(x) needed to encode the DFD 

at nodex the motion vectorm, is used to generate the DFD 
signal for block i. Utilizing a DCT transform, this DFD 
signal is transformed and quantized utilizing quantizer q. 
The resulting distortion, D(x,) is measured in the transform 
domain using a mean-squared error metric. As discussed 
above in more particularity, any block transform with an 
additive distortion metric can be used. The rate for a 
plurality of additional coding modes can also be considered 
at each node. For instance, the mode when the motion 
vectors are assumed to be zero, called "inter” mode, or the 
"intra" mode, when no motion is used at all only intensity 
information is encoded, can serve as nodes within a quadtree 
level. 
The rate generated at node x, for the segmentation. 

R(x,), depends on the levell. Clearly, trellis nodes which 
belong to blocks of smaller block sizes have a higher 
quad-tree segmentation cost than nodes which belong to 
bigger blocks. This segmentation cost can be distributed 
recursively among the trellis nodes. The initialization of the 
recursion is as follows, 

Gwo se (9) 

where G is the segmentation cost assigned to all the trellis 
nodes of blocki at level 1. Clearly, when the path includes 
only the top quad-tree level N then the quad-tree is not split 
at all and only one bit is needed to encode that fact. For the 
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8 
general recursion the following holds. If a path splits a given 
block b, then a segmentation cost of G+4 bits has to be 
added to its overall cost function. By splitting block b. 4 
bits will be needed to encode whether the four child nodes 
of block b are split or not. Since the path only visits trellis 
nodes and not quad-tree nodes, this cost has to be distributed 
to the trellis nodes of the child nodes of block b. How the 
cost is split among the child nodes is arbitrary since every 
path which visits a sub-tree rooted by one child node also 
has to visit the other three sub-trees rooted by the other child 
nodes. Therefore, it will pickup the segmentation penalty no 
matter how it has been distributed among the child nodes. It 
should be noted that if the no-1 level is split, no additional 
segmentation cost are incurred. This is due to the fact that 
the no level is the lowest level and can not be split further. 
In other words, since it is known that the n. level blocks 
cannot be split, no information needs to be transmitted for 
this event. 
There are two possible choices for the recursion. The first 

one distributes the segmentation cost along one particular 
child, in this case the leftmost. This results in the following 
recursion for Nssno-2. 

G-1...o-Git-4, 

G-1320, j68 (1,2,3) (10) 

The second choice distributes the segmentation cost 
evenly among the child nodes. This results in the following 
recursion for NSlsno-2, 

G + 4 (11) 
G-14ii = - 4 y 

jel,2,3) 

Both methods are equivalent but the first one might be 
preferred since it can be done with integer arithmetic. See 
FIG. 3, numeral 300 for an illustration of the recursion 
involved in the assignment of the encoding cost for the 
quadtree using the first method. 

Having established the multi-level trellis, the Viterbi DP 
algorithm is used to find the optimal state sequence B which 
will minimize the unconstrained problem (208). Utilizing 
the DP recursion formula given in Eq. (8) the steps of the 
Viterbi DP algorithm are defined as follows: 
A) Initialization: for all xoeTo where To represents all 

the set of all nodes to which it is possible to make a transition 
to, find (xo) such that 

(Axo)-c(AS-ro), (12) 

and S represents the starting node, i.e. an aux liary node 
representing the convention for starting the DPCM of the 
DVF. A pointer, o(x)is introduced, which is used to keep 
track of the optimal path. Clearly, o(x)=S is the initial 
condition. 

B). Recursion: for each nodex of a particular level within 
the multi-level trellis, i.e., k=0.K.4"-2, and for all nodes 
X to which it is possible to make a transition to, the 
following recursions are performed: 
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(13) 
(...)= min do...)+c(x-x-)) 

XeFo 

o(k+1) = arg min ((Avi)+ c(vi-vi-1)) 
renok 

where F. 
transition can occur. The necessity for sets To and F 
results from the fact that transitions between certain node 
pairs is not allowed, as shown in FIG. 1. 

C). Termination: Upon reaching the end of the trellis a 
second auxiliary node Z is used for termination 

(14) 
Jo Z = min (d-a-no-i)+c(.xin-no-2)), 

sef4N-no 

o(z)= arg min dow-o-)+c(.xin-no-Z). 
sef4N-0-1 

Basically, the termination node Z is used to determine the 
minimum of all Lagrangian cost functions at the last optimal 
node of the trellis 4-1, since c(x,-12)=0. 

D). Backtracking: Let y indicate the optimal state for 
each stage of the trellisk. Utilizing the pointero the optimal 
state sequence B=ly y-y-2Lyol, i.e., path through the 
trellis, is obtained by the following method: 

i) initialize: yo-Z, k=1 
ii) Continue: y =O(Y), k=k+1 
iii) Terminate if: y=S. 
Based on the optimal state sequence B=lyyy-L 

yol, the frame is encoded (210). As described particularity 
above. the optimal state sequence provides a solution to the 
unconstrained problem given in Eq. (3). However, depend 
ing on the value of this solution may or may not result in 
the desired distortion D. or rate R. For instance, if a 
particular rate R is desired, then the correct must be 
determined that will locate the point on the convex hull that 
corresponds to both R and D. Therefore, for the case when 
a particular rate is desired, the optimal state sequence B is 
used to encode the frame (210) and the resulting rate Rat 
is compared to this desired rate R (212). If the resulting rate 
Ra is within a predetermined tolerance of the desired rate 
R. then the encoding process is terminated (212). This 
predetermined tolerance is typically 10% of the desired 
value. The process is identical if a particular distortion Dis 
desired. 

If the resulting rate R does not meet the predetermined 
tolerance, then a new must be determined (214). 
Furthermore. a new optimal path through the trellis must 
also be determined (208). Several approaches which take 
advantage of the convex hull relationship between rate and 
distortion can be employed to determine a new A. (214). 
These approaches included: the bisection method utilizing 
an arithmetic mean, bisection method utilizing a geometric 
mean, fast convex search method, and a parametric parabola 
such as a Bezier curve. Each method will provide a new 
that results in rate or distortion that is closer to the target 
(214). 

FIG. 3. numeral 300 also provides an illustration of an 
optimal path through a multi-level trellis. As described 
above, this path provides the optimal bit allocation between 
data types: DFD, DVF and segmentation. FIG. 4, numeral 
400 is an illustration of the resulting variable block size 

is the set of all permissible nodes from which a 
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10 
segmentation resulting from the optimal path shown in FIG. 
3. numeral 300. 

FIG. 5, numeral 500, is a block diagram of a preferred 
embodiment of a device for optimal encoding of a displace 
ment vector field, displaced frame difference and segmen 
tation in accordance with the present invention. It includes: 
a predetermined motion vector memory (504), transition 
cost memory (506), predetermined quantizer step size 
memory (508), a displaced frame difference generator (510). 

o a trellis memory (512), a controller (514), a computation 
unit (518), a Lagrange multiplier calculator (520), a com 
parator unit (522), and a predetermined target memory 
(524). The device is coupled to two frame buffer memory 
units through inputs (519) and (523). The frame buffer 
memory units store and provide when necessary the pixels 
of the present frame (523) as well as the pixels from 
previous encoded frame (519). These inputs are coupled to 
the displaced frame difference generator (522). The dis 
placed frame difference generator (522) utilizes (517) the 
predetermined set of motion vectors stored in the predeter 
mined motion vector memory (504) to generate a plurality of 
displaced frame differences for each block at the lowest level 
of the quadtree. The results of the displaced frame difference 
generator are stored (530) within the multi-level trellis 
memory (512). 
The multi-level trellis memory (512) is coupled with the 

predetermined motion vector memory (504), the transition 
cost memory (506), the quantizer step size memory (508), a 
controller (514), a computation unit (518), as well as with 
the displaced frame difference generator (522). Based on 
inputs from the displaced frame difference generator (522), 
the predetermined motion vector memory (504), the transi 
tion cost memory (506), and the quantizer step size memory 
(508) the multi-level trellis memory (512) stores the infor 
mation required to determine all nodes within a multi-level 
trellis. The computation unit (518) utilizes (536) this infor 
mation to calculate the rate and distortion generated by each 
node in the multi-level trellis, which is also stored in the 
multi-level trellis memory (512). 
Based on the rate-distortion information stored in the 

multi-level trellis memory (512) and an initial value for A 
(538) from the Lagrange multiplier generator (516) the 
computation unit (518) performs the Viterbi algorithm 
described above in particularity. The computation unit (518) 
finds the optimal path B through the trellis. Once the optimal 
path is determined, the resulting rate R or distortion D. 
is compared using a comparator (520) to a predetermined 
target stored in the predetermined target memory (524). If 
the problem being solved is to minimize the distortion given 
some number of bits, then the resulting rate R is com 
pared to this number. If the problem being solved is to 
minimize the number of bits generated given some 
distortion, then the resulting distortion D is compared to 
this desired distortion For the case when the distortion is to 
be minimized given some number of bits per frame, the 
comparator unit performs the following function: 

if (1-0) Rasrats(1+d)Rae, A=1, 
else A=0. 

If A=1... the optimization is complete and the problem is 
solved. The controller unit, which is coupled (544) to the 
comparator unit (520), is signalled when A=1 and retrieves 
(532) from the multi-level trellis memory (512) the bits 
which result from this optimal encoding. The controller unit 
(514) outputs these bits (534) for use in the intended 
application. 

If A=0, the optimization is not complete and a new is 
required. The Lagrange multiplier generator (516), which is 
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also coupled (540) to the comparator unit (520), is signalled 
when A=0. Based on the previous two Lagrange multiplier 
values, a new A is chosen using one of the four methods 
described above. For instance, using the bisection method 
with arithmetic mean a new W is chosen that is directly 
between the last two values. In the case, when two previous 
values are not available, the boundaries of A=1 and A=2000 
are used. This process is continued until A=1. 
A similar decision rule is used for the case when the rate 

is to be minimized given some distortion. This decision rule 
is given as: 

if (1-0)D 
else A=0. 
FIG. 6, numeral 600, is a flow chart showing one embodi 

ment of steps for implementing the method in accordance 
with the present invention. The method allocates bits for 
optimal rate/distortion performance in digital video com 
pression by: A) mapping (602) information for a current 
frame and information for a correlated frame that is stored 
in a memory unit into at least two sources of information; 
and B) using (604) the at least two sources of information to 
optimally represent the current frame based on rated 
distortion characteristics. 
Where selected, the rate/distortion characteristics may be 

minimized using a Lagrangian relaxation scheme. In 
addition, the minimization step of the Lagrangian relaxation 
scheme may be performed utilizing a dynamic programming 
approach implemented on a trellis. A predetermined set of 
admissible DVFs or a predetermined set of admissible 
quantization values may be utilized. 
Where selected, the Lagrangian coefficient may be deter 

mined using at least one of: A) a bisection method using an 
arithmetic mean; B) a bisection method using a geometric 
mean; C) a fast convex search; and D) a parametric parabola 
such as the Bezier curve, 
Where selected, for a predetermined number of bits per 

frame, distortion may be minimized, or for a preselected 
distortion per frame, a number of bits may be minimized. 

Typically, the at least two sources of information include 
at least two of: A) displaced frame difference information; 
B) displacement vector field information; and C) segmen 
tation information. 
The displaced frame difference is generally determined by 

the following equation: 

r ()). die ()=f()-i-, (-, 
The displacement vector field information may be deter 

mined utilizing a block matching motion estimation 
approach. The segmentation information may be determined 
utilizing a quadtree segmentation approach. 
The contribution to the rate by the DFD may be generated 

by utilizing at least one of the following compression 
techniques: A) Discrete Cosine Transform; and B) Vector 
Quantization. The contribution to the rate by the displace 
ment vector field may be generated using differential pulse 
code modulation with a single neighbor of a predetermined 
scanning order through the current frame. The contribution 
to the rate by the segmentation may be generated through the 
quadtree representation. Generally, at least one of the fol 
lowing predetermined scanning orders is used: A) Hilbert 
scan; and B) Raster scan. 

FIG. 7. numeral 700, is a block diagram of one embodi 
ment of a device in accordance with the present invention. 
The device allocates bits for optimal rate/distortion perfor 
mance in digital video compression by: A) a multi-level 
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12 
mapper (702), for mapping information for a current frame 
and information for a correlated frame that is stored in a 
memory unit (706) into at least two sources of information; 
and B) a rate/distortion frame optimizer (704), coupled to 
the multi-level mapper, for using the at least two sources of 
information to optimally represent the current frame based 
on rate/distortion characteristics. The device may be further 
implemented in accordance with the method described 
above. 
The method and device may be selected to be embodied 

in least one of: A) an application specific integrated circuit; 
B) a field programmable gate array; and C) a microproces 
sor; and D) a computer-readable memory; arranged and 
configured for allocating bits for optimal ratefdistortion 
performance in digital video compression in accordance 
with the scheme described in greater detail above. 
We claim: 
1. A method for allocating bits for optimal rate/distortion 

performance in digital video compression, comprising the 
steps of: 
A) mapping information for a current frame and infor 

mation for a correlated frame that is stored in a memory 
unit into a set of information of A1-A4: 
A1) displaced frame difference information and dis 

placement vector field information; 
A2) displaced frame difference information and seg 

mentation information: 
A3) displacement vector field information and segmen 

tation information; 
A4) displaced frame difference information, displace 

ment vector field information, and segmentation 
information; 

B) using the set of information to optimally represent the 
current frame based on ratefdistortion characteristics. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the rate/distortion 
characteristics are minimized using a Lagrangian relaxation 
scheme. 

3. The method of claim 2 where the minimization step of 
the Lagrangian relaxation scheme is performed utilizing a 
dynamic programming approach implemented on a trellis. 

4. The method of claim 3 further including utilizing a 
predetermined set of admissible displacement vector fields. 

5. The method of claim 3 further including utilizing a 
predetermined set of admissible quantization values. 

6. The method of claim 2 wherein the Lagrangian coef 
ficient is determined using at least one of: 

A) Bisection method using an arithmetic mean: 
B) Bisection method using a geometric mean; 
C) Fast convex search; and 
D) Parametric parabola such as the Bezier curve. 
7. The method of claim 1 wherein the displaced frame 

difference information is determined by the following equa 
tion: 

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the displacement vector 
field information is determined utilizing a block matching 
motion estimation approach. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the segmentation 
information is determined utilizing a quadtree segmentation 
approach. 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the contribution to the 
rate by the segmentation information is generated through 
the quadtree representation. 

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the contribution to the 
rate by the displaced frame difference information is gen 
erated by utilizing at least one of the following compression 
techniques: 
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A) Discrete Cosine Transform; and 
B ) Vector Quantization. 
12. The method of claim 1 wherein the contribution to the 

rate by the displacement vector field information is gener 
ated using differential pulse code modulation with a single 
neighbor of a predetermined scanning order through the 
current frame. 

13. The method of claim 12 wherein at least one of the 
following predetermined scanning orders is used: 
A) Hilbert scan; and 
B) Raster scan. 
14. The method of claim 1 wherein the method is a 

process whose steps are embodied in an application specific 
integrated circuit arranged and configured to determine the 
first modified received signal having minimized distortion 
and interference. 

15. The method of claim 1 wherein, for a predetermined 
number of bits per frame, distortion is minimized. 

16. The method of claim 1 wherein, for a preselected 
distortion per frame, a number of bits is minimized. 

17. The method of claim 1 wherein the method is a 
process whose steps are embodied in a field programmable 
gate array, arranged and configured to determine the first 
modified received signal having minimized distortion and 
interference. 

18. The method of claim wherein the method is a 
process whose steps are embodied in a microprocessor. 
arranged and configured to determine the first modified 
received signal having minimized distortion and interfer 
C. 

19. The method of claim 1 wherein the method is a 
process whose steps are embodied in a computer-readable 
memory, arranged and configured to determine the first 
modified received signal having minimized distortion and 
interference. 

20. A device for allocating bits for optimal rate/distortion 
performance in digital video compression, wherein the 
device is directed by a computer program and the computer 
program includes steps of A-B: 
A) mapping information for a current frame and infor 

mation for a correlated frame that is stored in a memory 
unit into a set of information of Al-A4: 
A1) displaced frame difference information and dis 

placement vector field information; 
A2) displaced frame difference information and seg 

mentation information: 
A3) displacement vector field information and segmen 

tation information: 
A4) displaced frame difference information, displace 

ment vector field information, and segmentation 
information; and 

B) using the set of information to optimally represent the 
current frame based on rate/distortion characteristics. 

21. The device of claim 20 wherein the rate/distortion 
characteristics are minimized using a Lagrangian relaxation 
scheme. 

22. The device of claim 21 where the minimization step 
of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme is performed utilizing 
a dynamic programming approach implemented on a trellis. 

23. The device of claim 22 further including utilizing a 
predetermined set of admissible quantization values. 

24. The device of claim 22 further including utilizing a 
predetermined set of admissible displacement vector fields. 

25. The device of claim 21 wherein the Lagrangian 
coefficient is determined using at least one of: 
A) Bisection method; and 
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14 
B) Parametric parabola such as the Bezier curve. 
26. The device of claim 20 wherein, for a predetermined 

number of bits, distortion is minimized. 
27. The device of claim 20 wherein, for a preselected 

distortion per frame, a number of bits is minimized. 
28. The device of claim 20 wherein the contribution to the 

rate by the displacement vector field information is gener 
ated using differential pulse code modulation with a single 
neighbor of a predetermined scanning order through the 
current frame. 

29. The device of claim 28 wherein at least one of the 
following predetermined scanning orders is used: 
A) Hilbert scan; and 
B) Raster scan. 
30. The device of claim 20 wherein the displaced frame 

difference information is determined by the following equa 
tion: 

31. The device of claim 20 wherein the displacement 
vector field information is determined utilizing a block 
matching motion estimation approach. 

32. The device of claim 20 wherein the segmentation 
information is determined utilizing a quadtree segmentation 
approach. 

33. The device of claim 32 wherein the contribution to the 
rate by the segmentation information is generated through 
the quadtree representation. 

34. The device of claim 20 wherein contribution to the 
rate by the displaced frame difference information is gen 
erated by utilizing at least one of the following compression 
techniques: 
A) Discrete Cosine Transform; and 
B) Vector Quantization. 
35. A device for allocating bits for optimal ratefdistortion 

performance in digital video compression comprising: 
A) a multi-level mapper, for mapping information for a 

current frame and information for a correlated frame 
that is stored in a memory unit into a set of information 
of Al-A4; 

A1) displaced frame.difference information and displace 
ment vector field information: 

A2) displaced frame difference information and segmen 
tation information: 

A3) displacement Mecto field information and segmen 
tation information; 

A4) displaced frame difference information. displacement 
vector field information, and segmentation informa 
tion; and 

B) a rate/distortion frame optimizer, coupled to the multi 
level mapper, for using the set of information to opti 
mally represent the current frame based on ratef 
distortion characteristics. 

36. A device for allocating bits for optimal ratefdistortion 
performance in digital video compression, wherein the 
available bits per frame are allocated among at least two 
sources of information comprising at least two of: 
A) displaced frame difference, DFD. information; 
B) displacement vector field information; and 
C) segmentation information; 

wherein the device comprises: 
D) a DFD generator coupled to receive input from two 
frame buffer memories, for generating a DFD signal; 

E) a predetermined motion vector memory; 
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F) a pre-computed transition costs memory; 
G) a predetermined quantization step size memory; 
H) a computation unit, for computing an optimal encoded 

frame; 
I) a predetermined target memory; 
J) a comparator unit coupled to receive input from the 

predetermined target memory and the computation 
unit, for determining compliance with a predetermined 
target; 

K) a Lagrange multiplier generator coupled to the com 
parator unit and the computation unit, for generating a 
Lagrange multiplier parameter for use in the computa 
tion unit; 

L) a multi-level trellis memory coupled to the DFD 
generator, the predetermined motion vector memory, 
the pre-computed transition costs memory, the prede 
termined quantization step memory, the controller, and 
the computation unit. 

37. The device of claim 36 wherein the device is embod 
ied in a computer-readable memory, arranged and config 
ured for allocating bits for optimal rate/distortion perfor 
mance in digital video compression, wherein the available 
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bits per frame are allocated among at least two sources of 
information in accordance with a scheme of claim 36. 

38. The device of claim 36 wherein the device is embod 
ied in a microprocessor, arranged and configured for allo 
cating bits for optimal rate/distortion performance in digital 
video compression, wherein the available bits per frame are 
allocated among at least two sources of information in 
accordance with a scheme of claim 36. 

39. The device of claim 36 wherein the device is embod 
ied in an application specific integrated circuit, arranged and 
configured for allocating bits for optimal rate/distortion 
performance in digital video compression, wherein the 
available bits per frame are allocated among at least two 
sources of information in accordance with a scheme of claim 
36. 

40. The device of claim 36 wherein the device is embod 
ied in a field programmable gate array, arranged and con 
figured for allocating bits for optimal rate/distortion perfor 
mance in digital video compression, wherein the available 
bits per frame are allocated among at least two sources of 
information in accordance with a scheme of claim 36. 
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